INTRODUCTION {#s1}
============

Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is characterized by social communication deficits, repetitive behaviors, and restricted interests. In addition to these core features, ASD is associated with numerous comorbidities including intellectual disability (ID) and epilepsy. For decades, researchers have worked to identify causal genetic factors that lead to these neurodevelopmental disorders (NDDs), and much of this effort has been dedicated to isolating de novo mutations that make large contributions to the complex presentation of NDDs. This approach has proven highly fruitful to gene discovery, identifying more than 100 NDD risk genes shared across thousands of individuals ([@MCS003285MCKC16]; [@MCS003285MCKC52]). Nonetheless, despite the immense progress in this realm, recent studies suggest that de novo mutations explain the minority of NDD cases. A large-scale study of more than 2500 simplex families suggested that de novo mutations---including missense mutations, likely gene disrupting mutations, and copy-number variants---contribute to ∼30% of ASD cases ([@MCS003285MCKC30]). In the remaining cases, ASD is thought to result from a confluence of multiple risk alleles---an accumulation of various forms of genetic risk ([@MCS003285MCKC57]). Thus, although de novo mutation studies lend themselves readily to robust statistical analyses and make invaluable contributions to large-scale gene discovery, most cases will not be explained by the presence of an interpretable de novo mutation. As such, we aim to exemplify an alternative approach to examining genetic risk in idiopathic cases of NDD that cannot be explained by single de novo mutations. In this study, we present a case of male identical twins who each received a diagnosis of ID and ASD. We performed whole-genome sequencing (WGS) of the probands and biological parents to thoroughly explore the genetic risk factors contributing to their condition.

RESULTS {#s2}
=======

Clinical Presentation and Family History {#s2a}
----------------------------------------

Twin Caucasian males, age 7, were referred to our genetic research study by the University of Iowa Child Psychiatry Clinic. The probands have two older sisters, both of whom are typically developing. Parents reported distant relatives with conditions including epilepsy, Asperger\'s syndrome, and language difficulties, but family history was generally unremarkable. At the probands' time of birth, the mother was age 30 and father age 29. No pregnancy complications were reported before delivery. At 36 wk gestation, the probands were delivered by emergency Caesarean section because of nuchal cord. They initially required incubation, and remained in the NICU for breathing difficulties, jaundice, and low platelet count. After a few days, the probands were discharged.

During their first six months, the probands were described as irritable and "colicky." Both exhibited sleeping and feeding difficulties, abnormal bowel movements, and delayed motor functions. At 30 mo, they were evaluated at a local autism center. Their expressive and receptive language skills were evaluated using the Preschool Language Scale (PLS-4), and their scores indicated that they each fell below the first percentile. They were also administered the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS) and received a diagnosis of autism spectrum disorder.

Five months later, the probands received further psychological evaluation at a second mental health clinic. They were assessed for cognitive (Weschler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence) and adaptive (Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scale) skills and were deemed below the first percentile in each. They were also administered the Child Behavior Checklist (CBCL), which indicated clinically significant levels of withdrawal, inattention, sleep problems, and internalizing/externalizing behaviors. The boys received diagnoses of autistic disorder, mild intellectual disability, and severe apraxia. At age 5, the probands were reassessed for intellectual disability and scored below the first percentile for both Intellectual Functioning (Weschler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence) and Adaptive Skills (Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales). In addition to their neurodevelopmental symptomatology, they have both experienced ongoing health concerns including eczema, skin infections, chronic ear infections, multiple allergies, and gross motor delays.

At the time of enrollment, the probands were largely nonverbal, although one twin had begun developing single words. Both utilized signs, vocalizations, and gestures for most of their communication. Inconsistent with their diagnosis of ASD, they exhibited very little sensory sensitivity and were generally quite social. They initiated and accepted physical contact, enjoyed interacting with both peers and adults, and rarely engaged in aggressive or self-harm behaviors.

Genomic Analyses {#s2b}
----------------

After enrollment in our Genetic Research Study of Neurodevelopmental Conditions (devGenes; IRB \#201505743), saliva samples were obtained from the probands, mother, and father. DNA was extracted and sent to the University of Iowa Tissue Procurement Core for processing. WGS was performed at the Iowa Institute of Human Genetics---Genomics Division. Alignment and variant calling to the GRCh37 build of the human genome was carried out with the bcbio pipeline. See Methods for full details (a summary of the WGS statistics for each individual is provided in [Table 1](#MCS003285MCKTB1){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Whole-genome sequencing statistics

  Sample   Total reads   Mapped read   Mapping rate    Mean genome-wide coverage
  -------- ------------- ------------- --------------- ---------------------------
  Twin 1   945,349,752   832,773,579   88.0915848593   34.06
  Father   656,563,978   638,368,673   97.2287079996   26.87
  Mother   618,497,080   570,044,035   92.1660026269   22.81
  Twin 2   761,942,864   626,645,650   82.2431286659   25.14

Samples were first assessed for polygenic risk: a summation of the association of common SNPs most strongly associated with ASD, as found by the Psychiatric Genomics Consortium ([@MCS003285MCKC13]). The family\'s polygenic risk scores (PGRs) were compared against those of the European population of the 1000 Genomes project, a cohort representing the distribution of risk in typically developing individuals ([@MCS003285MCKC24]). PGR distributions were calculated separately for males and females to account for systematic differences between the sexes (two-sided KS test *P* = 0.0321). The probands' PGR fell in the 98th percentile compared to males and 97th percentile compared to females (see *x*-axis of [Fig. 1](#MCS003285MCKF1){ref-type="fig"}). Their mother\'s score was elevated, in the 93rd percentile (males) and 92nd percentile (females). The father\'s PGR was unexceptional, in the 60th percentile (males) and 49th percentile (females). To systematically quantify the family\'s rare genetic burden in a fashion similar to PGR, the ratio of damaging alleles in putative ASD-related genes to background genes was compared to that of 1000 Genomes Europeans (see Methods for details). No systematic difference between typically developing males and females was observed in 1000 Genomes (two-sided KS test *P* = 0.37). In this analysis, the probands fell in the 94th percentile of 1000 Genomes, whereas the father was in the 89th percentile and the mother in the 90th percentile. When considering the joint distribution of rare and common risk ([Fig. 1](#MCS003285MCKF1){ref-type="fig"}), the probands fell well outside the expectation for typically developing individuals (empirical *P* \< 0.01), suggesting that their condition is likely the joint effect of an accumulation of rare and common risk factors. Notably, this risk quadrant (high common variant risk, high rare variant risk) is significantly enriched for females (i.e., depleted for unaffected males) in the 1000 Genomes sample (OR = 1.68, *P* = 0.02).

![The unaffected mother and twins exhibit excessive rare-variant burden on a high PGR background. Rare-variant burden, shown on the *x*-axis, was estimated using an unaffected population of 506 individuals with European ancestors from the 1000 Genomes project. Because association with ASD is not broadly applicable for individual rare variants, only variants associated with happloinsufficient putative ASD genes were considered. PGRs, shown on the *y*-axis, were estimated through the association of ASD with common SNPs observed by the Psychiatric Genomics Consortium. These scores were then compared to the unaffected population from the 1000 Genomes project. Reported scores are normalized.](MCS003285Mck_F1){#MCS003285MCKF1}

Individual rare variants were then examined for possible impact on the probands' phenotype, with emphasis on inheritance pattern, coding changes, conservation, and predicted pathogenicity. The functional impact of rare coding variants was evaluated with PolyPhen ([@MCS003285MCKC22]), which estimates potential transcript-level effects of an amino acid substitution. Rare variants in evolutionarily conserved regions of the genome were identified via PhastCons score ([@MCS003285MCKC48]). PhastCons estimates the probability that a variant lies within an evolutionarily constrained region using primate, placental mammal, and vertebrate conservation. Variant-level pathogenicity predictions were generated with CADD, a machine-learning-based score that estimates the deleteriousness of coding and noncoding human SNVs and indels ([@MCS003285MCKC32]). As a gene-level complement to CADD, the probability of being loss-of-function intolerant (pLI) for genes impacted by rare variants was retrieved from the ExAC database ([@MCS003285MCKC36]). Notable results from these analyses are summarized in [Table 2](#MCS003285MCKTB2){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Variants of note

  Gene(s) affected   Chromosome   HGVS DNA reference                     HGVS protein reference     Variant type   Predicted effect   dbSNP/dbVar ID   Maternal genotype   Paternal genotype   Twin genotype   Region              Scaled CADD   GnomAD allele frequency (European)
  ------------------ ------------ -------------------------------------- -------------------------- -------------- ------------------ ---------------- ------------------- ------------------- --------------- ------------------- ------------- ------------------------------------
  *CENPE*            4            NC_000004.11:g.104070056 G \> C        NM_001813.1 p.Ala1263Gly   sub            Missense           ---              −/−                 −/−                 −/+             Coding (p.A1263G)   14.74         0.00
  *ANK3*             10           NC_000010.10:g.62493816 G \> A         ---                        sub            ---                rs112339619      −/+                 −/+                 +/+             Upstream            36            0.04478
  *NRXN3*            14           NC_000014.8:g.78951205 G \> A          ---                        sub            ---                rs117696080      −/+                 −/−                 −/+             Intron              23.8          0.01487
  *NRXN3*            14           NC_000014.8:g.79664529 A \> G          ---                        sub            ---                rs12432103       −/−                 −/+                 +/−             Intron              23.9          0.03190
  *ZNF81/ZNF182*     X            NC_000023.10:g.47817751_47828450 del   ---                        del            ---                ---              −/+                 −/.                 +/.             Upstream            ---           ---

We discovered that the probands have a novel de novo missense mutation causing an alanine to glycine substitution in the central coiled-coil domain of Centromere Protein E (*CENPE*) (see [Fig. 2](#MCS003285MCKF2){ref-type="fig"}). Two previously reported SNVs (rs144716013 and rs141488085) ([@MCS003285MCKC43]) in this domain have been linked to rare autosomal recessive Microcephaly 13 (OMIM616051). *CENPE* has an elevated pLI score of 0.65, suggestive of haploinsufficiency. The PolyPhen ([@MCS003285MCKC22]) prediction for possible impact on the canonical transcript (ENST00000265148) is "Benign" (0.146) and "Possibly Damaging" (0.866) for a slightly shorter alternate transcript (ENST00000380026). We were not able to find any previously reported instance of this variation in humans, and the nucleotide position of this variant is conserved in most primates and some other mammals. The primate PhastCons ([@MCS003285MCKC48]) for this genomic position is 0.81, whereas the placental mammal PhastCons is 0.31.

![(*A*) Diagram of superfamily and PFAM domains in Centromere Protein E (CENPE). (*B*) Amino acid sequence of the highlighted region in *A*, where the proband twins have a de novo nonsynonymous mutation.](MCS003285Mck_F2){#MCS003285MCKF2}

We then identified a homozygous variant (rs112339619) in a regulatory region upstream of the known ASD risk gene *ANK3* (pLI = 1.00) ([@MCS003285MCKC17]), which is responsible for maintenance of proper membrane organization in neurons ([@MCS003285MCKC34]). The identified variant is found at low frequency in the 1000 Genomes ([@MCS003285MCKC24]) European populations (0.0258), in which it was found exclusively in heterozygotes. In Europeans from the larger gnomAD data set ([@MCS003285MCKC36])---which includes some individuals from disease-specific studies, but none with ASD---this variant is slightly more frequent (0.0447) and is found in 24 homozygotes out of 7493 individuals. This position is highly conserved, with a primate PhastCons score of 0.96 and a vertebrate PhastCons of 0.98. rs112339619 also interrupts an ENCODE-defined ([@MCS003285MCKC19]) binding site for RE1 silencing transcription factor (REST), which functions to repress transcription of neuronal genes in other tissue types ([@MCS003285MCKC5]). It also intersects overlapping H3K4me3 and methyl-CpG peaks---marks of gene activation and repression, respectively---as found in gray matter ([@MCS003285MCKC39]).

We observed compound heterozygosity in the probands for rare intronic variants in conserved noncoding regions of the known ASD risk gene *NRXN3* (pLI = 1.00) ([@MCS003285MCKC56]). Both variants are found in European populations, in which the maternally inherited rs117696080 occurs at a frequency of 0.0148 (gnomAD) and the paternally inherited rs12432103 occurs at a frequency of 0.0319 (gnomAD). These variants are also located in regions of strong conservation: The locus of the maternal variant has a vertebrate PhastCons score of 1.00 and the paternal variant locus has a score of 0.99.

Finally, our analysis uncovered a novel, X-linked, ∼11-kb transmitted deletion between the zinc finger protein genes *ZNF81* (pLI = 0.30) and *ZNF182* (pLI = 0.86). Zinc finger proteins are the largest class of DNA binding proteins and play a critical role in regulating many biological processes. Both genes have been previously linked with intellectual disability, developmental delay, and ASD ([@MCS003285MCKC33]; [@MCS003285MCKC2]), but they are relatively understudied with unknown functional impact, and in the case of ZNF81, one unaffected male was documented with a truncating variant ([@MCS003285MCKC46]). *ZNF182* is widely expressed in the brain, whereas *ZNF81* shows lower expression, but data from the Genotype-Tissue Expression (GTEx) project reveals that both genes are preferentially expressed in the cerebellum ([@MCS003285MCKC7]).

The probands' deletion is downstream from both genes (which are transcribed on opposing strands) and eliminates regulatory content in the form of several clusters of ENCODE-defined transcription factor binding sites ([Fig. 3](#MCS003285MCKF3){ref-type="fig"}). These sites include a cluster of CTCF, SMC3, and RAD21 binding sites, all of which are linked to the MECP2/Rett syndrome pathway ([@MCS003285MCKC37]). JUND and FOSL2 binding sites form another cluster in this region. Both of these transcription factors are highly expressed in the brain ([@MCS003285MCKC20]) and involved in forming the AP1 transcription factor complex ([@MCS003285MCKC28]), which responds to cytokines and growth factor signaling.

![(*A*) An ∼11-kb X-linked deletion inherited by the probands from their mother is evident in read coverage of the region. (*B*) The deletion is downstream from several zinc finger proteins (ZNF81 and ZNF182). (*C*) The deletion impacts as a cluster of ENCODE transcription factor ChIP-seq binding sites. A darker color indicates a higher score.](MCS003285Mck_F3){#MCS003285MCKF3}

DISCUSSION {#s3}
==========

In this case study, we investigated the genetic burden carried by identical twin males with comorbid ASD and ID. Through WGS of both probands and their parents, we identified a de novo mutation, inherited rare variants, and elevated PGR that may collectively contribute to the boys' condition. When aggregating rare and common risk factors, the boys showed a significant (empirical *P* \< 0.01) joint increase of rare and common risk ([Fig. 1](#MCS003285MCKF1){ref-type="fig"}).

Previous research has determined that most genetic liability for ASD is explained by common variants with additive genetic effects ([@MCS003285MCKC57]). The extent of these effects can be quantified using a PGR score, which can be compared with the PGR scores of a control population---like 1000 Genomes---to assign a percentile ranking. Such individual-level PGR ranking is increasingly used as part of a clinical toolbox used to drive interventions ([@MCS003285MCKC53]). At the population level, PGR for autism has been positively correlated with educational attainment and other measures of cognitive ability, suggesting that at least some of these common variants may be under positive selection ([@MCS003285MCKC8]). However, inheriting many common autism risk alleles may have an overall negative effect, as seen in our profoundly affected male probands. Interestingly, the probands' unaffected mother also displayed elevated PGR (92nd percentile), which is consistent with the female protective model. ASD and ID both exhibit a striking sex bias, with males diagnosed at far higher rates than females (4:1 and 2:1 male-to-female ratios, respectively) ([@MCS003285MCKC23]; [@MCS003285MCKC38]). Studies examining the genetic basis of this sex difference have suggested that females with NDDs exhibit a higher mutational burden than males with NDDs, and unaffected mothers transmit deleterious mutations at higher rates than unaffected fathers ([@MCS003285MCKC31]). Based on PGR alone, the present case appears to align with these findings, but without functional data we are not able to rule out alternative explanations for the unaffected mother\'s elevated PGR.

In addition to the elevated PGR, the entire family showed increased rare variant burden in putative ASD-related genes. None of these variants alone would be expected to lead to an ASD phenotype, but when aggregated, they represent an axis of risk that complements PGR ([Fig. 1](#MCS003285MCKF1){ref-type="fig"}). These rare variants likely confer a broader range of risk than those used to calculate PGR, with some variants having large effects and others very little. To better characterize them, we identified several specific variants that previous literature supports as plausibly conferring risk for ASD.

The probands are compound heterozygotes for two possibly deleterious noncoding variants in the neurexin 3 gene (*NRXN3*), which has been previously linked to autism and other cognitive disorders ([@MCS003285MCKC56]). *NRXN3* is highly expressed in the brain and plays an essential role in the brain\'s ability to process information ([@MCS003285MCKC20]). Through thousands of alternate transcripts encoded by *NRXN3*, the gene largely impacts cell adhesion and cell signaling ([@MCS003285MCKC55]). Given the impressive number of alternate transcripts encoded by *NRXN3*, the variants identified in the probands could conceivably impact one or several of the complicated splicing events needed to produce mature *NRXN3* mRNA. Furthermore, the reported positions are extremely conserved throughout all vertebrates, indicating substantial evolutionary constraint. Taken together, these factors suggest the identified variants are likely deleterious and contribute to the probands' condition.

The probands are also homozygous for a regulatory variant with a markedly high scaled CADD score of 36, which is upstream of the known autism risk gene ankyrin 3 (*ANK3*). This locus is also highly conserved throughout vertebrates and overlaps several important markers of gene regulation within the brain. This regulatory region exhibits signals of both gene activation and repression---H3K4me3 and methyl-CpG, respectively---indicating it may tightly control the expression of *ANK3*. In addition, the variant is located within a binding site for REST, a transcription factor that prevents improper expression of neuronal genes in other tissues. Disruption of the REST binding site could lead to nonspecific or overexpression of *ANK3*. In mice, overexpression of *ANK3* has been shown to promote degradation of tyrosine-phosphorylated platelet-derived growth factor receptor (PDGFR) ([@MCS003285MCKC29]), which promotes the development and survival of both GABAergic and dopaminergic neurons ([@MCS003285MCKC49]; [@MCS003285MCKC45]). PDGFR-knockout mice exhibit a variety of autism-like behaviors ([@MCS003285MCKC44]), including impaired spatial working memory, decreased social interaction, and compromised contextual memory. The variant identified in our probands could lead to a similar chain of events: Overexpression of *ANK3* may lead to a reduction in PDGFR, thereby resulting in neuronal deficits that contribute to an ASD phenotype.

We also detected a de novo missense mutation of unknown significance in the gene *CENPE*. Although this specific mutation has not been previously identified, other missense variants in the same domain have been linked to a form of microcephalic primordial dwarfism (OMIM 616051) typified by absent speech, developmental delay, and gross motor deficits ([@MCS003285MCKC43]). At the molecular level, *CENPE* is partly responsible for proper chromosome alignment in prometaphase and, thus, chromosome segregation. Mutations in several other genes vital to this cellular process (e.g., *POGZ*, *CHAMP1*) have been associated with ASD and ID, as well as other traits exhibited by our probands such as language impairment and recurrent infections ([@MCS003285MCKC15]; [@MCS003285MCKC27]; [@MCS003285MCKC51]). The elevated pLI of *CENPE* (0.65) supports the notion that a single de novo mutation could be sufficient to contribute to the probands' phenotype, as pLI \> 0.5 indicates probable sensitivity to haploinsufficiency.

The largest novel variant we detected---an ∼11-kb deletion on Chromosome X---impacts *ZNF81* and *ZNF182.* These genes have been associated with several large mutations tied to X-linked intellectual disability ([@MCS003285MCKC33]), although the findings have not been replicated and have been challenged by studies utilizing large-scale human exome sequencing data ([@MCS003285MCKC46]). Specific research on these genes is needed to more precisely evaluate the impact of this mutation, but we provide speculation based on the preliminary information currently available. First, GTEx data indicates that the genes are preferentially expressed in the cerebellum, a brain region largely associated with coordination and motor functioning. As such, the deletion may contribute to the severe apraxia ([@MCS003285MCKC1]) and significant gross motor delays exhibited by the probands. Second, the deletion does not interrupt the coding regions of *ZNF81* or *ZNF182*, but it potentially affects the transcription of both by eliminating overlapping binding sites for the transcription factors CTCF, SMC3, and RAD21. These transcription factors are responsible for regulating chromatin state ([@MCS003285MCKC3]) and each directly or indirectly interacts with MECP2. Altered expression of MECP2 has been tied to autism spectrum disorder ([@MCS003285MCKC47]), as well as traits such as motor delays, disrupted sleep, and absent speech ([@MCS003285MCKC59]), all of which were exhibited by the probands. Indeed, in GTEx ([@MCS003285MCKC7]) expression of *ZNF81* and *ZNF182* is significantly correlated with that of *MECP2* in the cerebellum (for both genes: *r* = 0.65 and *P* \< 0.01). The locus deleted in the probands may therefore represent a downstream regulatory target of MECP2, but functional data is necessary to support this hypothesis, and a comprehensive investigation of the potential regulatory role for MECP2 of these genes will require focused experimental follow-up.

Notably, this maternally inherited deletion was transferred from a phenotypically unaffected mother, which leads us to consider two potential explanations: (a) the deletion is of zero consequence and does not contribute to the probands' condition, or (b) the mother is buffered from any phenotypic effect because of the intact copy of this region on her other X chromosome (see [Fig. 3](#MCS003285MCKF3){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, in addition to the mother\'s elevated PGR, this X-linked transmission is consistent with findings from several recent studies examining families with NDDs. Results suggest that the neurodevelopmental impact of large-effect genetic variants is compounded by secondary variants, and that these secondary variants are disproportionately maternally inherited ([@MCS003285MCKC25]; [@MCS003285MCKC31]; [@MCS003285MCKC18]). Male offspring, lacking a second X chromosome and other elements of the "female protective effect" ([@MCS003285MCKC11], [@MCS003285MCKC12]; [@MCS003285MCKC10]; [@MCS003285MCKC26]; [@MCS003285MCKC9]) are then more sensitive to genetic risk factors and more readily cross the threshold to disease as a result of these "multiple hits." These findings may explain the complex clinical presentation of our probands, despite the absence of neurodevelopmental symptomatology in the probands' mother (and two typically developing sisters). Our conclusions are limited by the absence of genetic data for the probands' sisters, which might have provided further insight into the role of the female protective effect in this family.

Overall, the collective results of this study must be interpreted with consideration of a few important limitations. Although we did not identify a single mutation that appeared to unequivocally contribute to the probands' condition and we uncovered multiple variants that likely contribute in a collective manner, a lack of functional data for these particular variants prevents us from concluding that any or all of those mutations are functionally significant. It is also possible that, despite our efforts to maximize sensitivity (see Methods section for further details), a pathogenic variant was missed because of sporadic low coverage, mapping problems, or other technical limitations. Finally, as with any case study, these findings cannot be assumed to generalize to outside cases of ASD, ID, or other NDDs. Nevertheless, idiopathic cases such as this allow for a more nuanced investigation of complex disorders like ASD and ID than large-scale genetic studies. In fact, such individual cases can illustrate exactly where current knowledge is strongest and where the field has room to improve. For example, the advantages of WGS over whole-exome sequencing (WES) have been illustrated in a variety of studies investigating the genetics of NDDs ([@MCS003285MCKC42]; [@MCS003285MCKC61]; [@MCS003285MCKC50]; [@MCS003285MCKC54]; [@MCS003285MCKC58]), and the use of WGS allowed us to identify variants that would not have been found with WES or other targeted techniques. Notably, only one of the four identified variants---the missense mutation in *CENPE*---was found in a coding region, and there was little evidence to suggest that the probands' phenotype could be solely attributed to such a variant. The use of WGS allowed us to provide a more detailed account of the probands' genetic risk, and as the cost of WGS continues to decline, the advantages should continue to expand ([@MCS003285MCKC35]). Until then, the interpretation of these findings is limited by the field\'s incomplete knowledge of NDD genetics. In this case, current knowledge allows us to identify this as an exceptional case of excess rare variants on a high-risk background but does not allow us to assign high confidence to individual genetic variants. Ultimately, this limitation highlights the importance of pursuing multiple methods of genetic research to deepen our understanding of NDDs.

In conclusion, previous genetic studies of autism spectrum disorder and intellectual disability have largely focused on the identification of causal de novo variants. Although this approach has been invaluable in uncovering specific genes involved in these disorders thanks to robust analysis and interpretation, de novo variants hold less clinical utility for the many cases that cannot be attributed to single mutations. We were confronted with this reality in the present case of monozygotic twins with idiopathic ASD and ID. We expected such a case to provide an optimal opportunity to identify a single causal variant; instead, we uncovered an example of the effects of accumulated genetic risk factors, many of which appear to have passed through an unaffected mother. Our results suggest that the probands' phenotype is due to multiple rare variants in the context of a high-risk genetic background and a high-risk delivery (multiple births, preterm delivery, and Cesarean section). The study highlights our occasional tendency to overestimate the probability of identifying an obviously causal de novo mutation and reiterates the utility of considering multiple modes of genetic variation to identify the biological basis of NDDs. As more large-scale gene discovery studies adopt similarly integrative approaches to modeling the confluence of multiple forms of genetic risk, our appreciation of ASD as a solidly oligogenic phenomenon will grow, and fewer cases will be left indecipherable.

METHODS {#s4}
=======

Biological samples for genotyping were gathered from consenting families (devGenes; IRB \#201505743). Both biological parents were invited to participate to facilitate completion of family-based association tests. DNA was obtained from buccal, or saliva, samples using Oragene kits (DNA Genotek Inc.). DNA extraction was carried out with prepIT (DNA Genotek Inc.). DNA quantification was performed using the Qubit 2.0 Fluorometer (Life Technologies Corporation), with quantities ranging from 100 to 800 ng/µL.

DNA samples were sheared on an E220 Focused-ultrasonicator (Covaris) to an average size of 400 bp. Sequencing libraries were generated with the Kapa Hyper Prep kit (Kapa Biosystems) following the manufacturer protocol. Prepared libraries were analyzed on the Fragment Analyzer (Advanced Analytical), and the four libraries were combined equally into a pool. The pool was size selected on the Blue Pippin (Sage Science) to a size range of 420--670 bp. The size selected pool was then sequenced on four lanes of the HiSeq4000 (Illumina) with 150-bp Paired End chemistry.

FASTQ files generated by the HiSeq4000 were processed with the bcbio-nextgen pipeline (v1.0.0a0-e1baf12). In brief, reads were mapped to the GRCh37 human reference genome with BWA-mem (v0.7.15). Variants were called as a pool with GATK (v3.5-0-g36282e4), Platypus (v0.8.1), FreeBayes (v1.0.2.29), and SAMtools (v1.3.1), producing squared off callsets. Filtering and quality assurance were performed on these variant calls using the default parameters of bcbio-nextgen. In brief, GATK variants were filtered by variant quality score recalibration; Platypus variants were filtered based on the goodness of fit of genotype calls, excessive region-based haplotype scores, root-mean-square mapping quality, variant quality and its ratio with read depth, low complexity sequence context, allele bias, region-based read quality, neighboring homopolymers, and strand bias; FreeBayes and SAMtools variants were filtered based on a combination of allele frequency, read depth, and quality with thresholds determined by bcbio. [Table 3](#MCS003285MCKTB3){ref-type="table"} provides further details.

###### 

Filtering procedure

  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Variant caller                                                                    SAMtools                                                                                              FreeBayes                                                                         GATK                                              Platypus defaults
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------
  Filter source                                                                     bcbio                                                                                                 Bcbio                                                                             GATK VQSR (tuned by bcbio)                        Sequence context: variant is in low-complexity region

  Alternative allele frequency \> 0.5; read depth \< 4; and variant quality \< 20   Alternative allele frequency \> 0.5 (read depth \< 4 \| read depth \< 13 and variant quality \< 10)   Type = SNP and tranche level ≥ 99.97%                                             Haplotype score: excessive haplotypes in region   

  Conditions                                                                        Read depth \>13 and variant quality \< 10                                                             Alternative allele frequency \> 0.5; read depth \< 4; and variant quality \< 50   Type = InDel and tranche level ≥ 98.0%            Mapping quality: RMS mapping quality across region

  Alternate allele frequency \< 0.5; read depth \< 4; and variant quality \< 50     Alternative allele frequency \> 0.5; read depth \> 145; and variant quality \< 290                                                                                                      Variant quality \< 20\                            
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            Quality/depth ratio\                              
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            Strand bias\                                      
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            Allele bias\                                      
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            Goodness-of-fit test                              
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To improve sensitivity over individual variant callers, filtered variants from all callsets were combined into an ensemble callset in which every variant call was supported by at least two callers. This approach resulted in modest increases in the number of variants over those called by GATK and FreeBayes alone (+2% for each), whereas it produced a substantial increase over variants passing Platypus\'s stringent filtering (+15%) and a substantial decrease compared to the number of variants called by SAMtools (−12%). The specificity of this final callset is demonstrated by the 83% of variants that were supported by all four variant callers, whereas 11% were supported by three callers and 6% were supported by two callers. Variants were then annotated with VEP (v83) and GEMINI (v0.19.1) to assign genes association and functionality. Structural variants were called with ForestSV (v0.3.3).

The genome-wide coverage for our subjects varied from 22.8× to 34× ([Table 1](#MCS003285MCKTB1){ref-type="table"}). Coverage over 30× would have been ideal, as previous work has estimated that the sensitivity of detecting CNVs \> 1 kb reaches 99% at coverages of 30× ([@MCS003285MCKC60]; [@MCS003285MCKC41]), whereas smaller indels may require up to 60× coverage ([@MCS003285MCKC21]) to identify with comparable confidence to SNVs. As such, we were not able to report indels in the present study. Nonetheless, it is estimated that coverage as low as 5× can detect CNVs \> 1 kb with 80% sensitivity ([@MCS003285MCKC60]), and heterozygous SNVs can be detected with ∼98% sensitivity for average coverages of 15× ([@MCS003285MCKC4]) to 22× ([@MCS003285MCKC40]).

Only variants found at an allele frequency of \<5% in gnomAD Europeans, with a GATK-defined genotype quality greater than 20, and near genes with a previous association with ASD (i.e., SFARI Gene 3.0 category 1 and 2 genes), were considered for individual reporting. No de novo loss of function mutations met these criteria. The de novo missense mutation with greatest CADD score, the inherited homozygous variant (heterozygous in both parents) with highest CADD score, and two compound heterozygous variants (assigned by VEP to the same gene) with highest combined CADD scores were reported.

Polygenic risk scores were computed using PRSice (v1.25) with ASD GWAS summary statistics from the Psychiatric Genomics Consortium (03/25/15 version). The proband and parental genomes were combined with the 1000 Genomes European populations (which served as controls). SNPs were then clumped to reduce the impact of linkage disequilibrium. An optimal threshold on SNP inclusion was found at a *P*-value of 0.01, corresponding to the most ASD-associated polymorphisms (15,104 SNPs). The major histocompatibility complex region was excluded from the analysis.

The burden of rare and putatively damaging variants in the family and the typically developing population of 1000 Genomes Europeans was calculated by counting the number of rare variants (allele frequency \< 0.05 in all of 1000 Genomes) with a GERP score ≥ 5. GERP ([@MCS003285MCKC14]) is a base-level measure of evolutionary constraint based on substitution deficits (evidence of purifying selection), in which scores greater than zero represent greater conservation. GERP, rather than a substitution-specific pathogenicity score (like CADD), was used because CADD uses 1000 Genomes as training data for neutral mutations, leading all variants found in 1000 Genomes to have systematically lower scores. GERP was selected because conservation scores like it are the most important features used by CADD. To compensate for the reduced specificity of the GERP score, only variants in the region of putative ASD genes ([@MCS003285MCKC6]) with pLI \> 0.5 were counted. To correct for possible ascertainment bias between the family and 1000 Genomes, qualifying variants in a random set of size-matched, non-ASD related genes with pLI \> 0.5 were also counted and the ratio of these counts were used to compare the family\'s rare-variant burden to that of 1000 Genomes Europeans.
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